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Acousticians and other practitioners alike often describe acoustic conditions in performance spaces

with standard objective parameters. Apart from a few exceptions, the parameters are calculated by

integrating the sound energy of the impulse responses over time; this makes them inadequate for

researching the acoustics in detail, especially in the early part of the room impulse response. This

paper proposes a method based on time-frequency and spatiotemporal presentations to overcome

the lack of detail in the standard analysis. In brief, the proposed methods visualize the cumulative

development of the sound field as a function of frequency or direction by forward-integrating the

energy in the impulse response in short time frames. Analysis on the measurements from six con-

cert halls concentrates particularly on interpreting the results in light of the seat dip effect. Earlier

research has concluded that the seat dip effect is reduced by reflection from low overhead surfaces.

In contrast, the current results indicate that the seat dip attenuation in the frequency response is

corrected the best when the hall provides most lateral reflections. These findings suggest that the

proposed analysis is suitable for explaining concert hall acoustics in detail.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Objective room acoustics is an essential part of the eval-

uation of the acoustics of performance venues. Fundamen-

tally, an objective acoustic parameter reflects the subjective

perception of the acoustics of a space in some manner.

Although the research on objective room acoustics has con-

tinued for about a century and even a measurement standard1

has been established, in general the objective measures can-

not accurately describe the acoustic details due to their in-

herent simplifications.2 For example, the parameter C80, the

measure for clarity, has identical values for an infinite num-

ber of different spatial early reflection patterns.3 This shows

that C80 is not sensitive enough for more detailed use.

This paper presents an objective analysis technique for

detailed inspection of room acoustics to overcome the draw-

backs of the traditional measures. The analysis is based on

forward integration of the room impulse response energy

with respect to frequency or direction. In that matter, the

analysis combines principles applied in room acoustic stud-

ies in the past.4 Due to these similarities, it is possible to

draw connections between, for example, the standard param-

eters and the proposed analysis, as is shown later on in this

paper.

The method demonstrates the contribution of the arriv-

ing energy to the cumulative frequency and spatial responses

in short time steps. Six measured concert halls are studied

with the proposed techniques. Instead of numeric values for

acoustic parameters, the paper presents the results in a visual

form, enabling an efficient comparison between different

acoustic conditions, that is, concert halls. As a case study,

the results from the analyses are applied together for examin-

ing the seat dip effect. These investigations enable us to

obtain more detailed insight on the behavior of the seat dip

effect than with the standard measurements.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

A. Objective room acoustic parameters

The subjective quality of concert hall acoustics is tradi-

tionally formed around various descriptors, such as loudness,

reverberance, clarity, definition, and envelopment in the

sound field. Well known standardized objective parameters,1

such as strength (G), reverberation time (T30), reverberance

(EDT), clarity (C80), and lateral energy fraction (LEF) have

been developed to quantify different subjective aspects in the

acoustics. The parameters are mostly based either on estimat-

ing the slope of sound decay or calculating amounts or ratios

of integrated sound energy in the impulse response.5,6 Over-

views covering a large portion of room acoustic parameters

have been summarized by Lacatis et al.,4 Bradley,5 and

Abdou and Guy.7

Despite the various approaches to develop objective

measures, the use of such parameters contains prominent

downsides. First, concert hall acoustics is usually described

with around five objective parameters at octave-band resolu-

tion, compressing the acoustic features into some thirty val-

ues. Data are often reduced further by averaging values over

middle frequency bands.1 Second, some objective parameters

contain ambiguity, for instance the linear fit of EDT.2 Third,

many of the common parameters based on energy integration
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have high degrees of correlation. This has been presented in

several studies, e.g., by Beranek8 (p. 529), Bradley,5 Kahle,9

Hidaka,10 and Hidaka et al.11

B. Time-frequency and spatiotemporal analysis

Time-pressure or time-energy diagrams are the basic

method for displaying room impulse responses.12,13 Spectrog-

raphy is a generic approach to representing the instantaneous

frequency content in sound. The spectrum of the reverbera-

tion is sometimes investigated using waterfall plots. These

approaches give information on the instantaneous amount or

spectrum of energy during sound decay, but the contribution

to the overall response is obscured. Of the more elaborate

methods, Davies and Lam14 have analyzed the magnitude of

the spectral minimum in the impulse response up to 50 ms af-

ter the initial direct sound. This approach gives, however,

only the single value from the spectrum at a time. Spectra of

integrated early energy at octave bands have been used as an

analysis tool in a number of publications.15,16

Spatiotemporal analysis of room acoustics requires the

measurement of a spatial room impulse response. The need

for understanding the spatial development of sound in rooms

in general has yielded various approaches for studying the

spatiotemporal responses.7,17–20 Yamasaki and Itow21 pre-

sented one of the earliest approaches for studying the direc-

tional responses in detail. Similar visualizations of sound

intensity vectors have also been employed by Abdou and

Guy7 and, more recently, by Bassuet.18 Merimaa et al.17 pre-

sented a combined spatiotemporal and time-frequency analy-

sis by overlaying the directions of the sound intensity

vectors on top of a spectrogram. The intensity vectors within

time windows were visualized in planes and in three-

dimensional (3-D) projections. Gover et al.19 have utilized a

spherical microphone array for obtaining directivity-type

visualizations in planes. Yet another example of spatiotem-

poral analysis is the inverse tracing of acoustic reflections.20

In this approach, the reflections are first localized and then

traced back to the source by applying ray-tracing inversely.

An increasingly popular way to study the room acous-

tics and sound in general is the acoustic camera.22 It overlays

the sound energy over a time window on top of a photo-

graphic image. Several different microphone arrays, such as

sound intensity microphones, spherical microphone arrays,

and planar microphone arrays, have been applied for the

acoustic camera.

Overall, the earlier directional studies have presented

analyses of sound fields with instantaneous or integrated

time scopes without the aspect of cumulative energy. Most

of the spatial visualizations have utilized only one or few

source positions analyzed in separated time windows. More-

over, the majority of the earlier research on the development

of the frequency response in concert halls has concentrated

in the few milliseconds after the arrival of the direct sound.

C. Seat dip effect

The seat dip effect is a phenomenon that affects particu-

larly the direct sound in concert halls.23,24 It occurs when the

sound propagates in near grazing incidence over seat rows.

The sound is diffracted from the seat backrests in complex

patterns, also including reflections from the floor.25 Superpo-

sition of the direct and delayed sounds causes destructive in-

terference. This results in a substantial attenuation at low

frequencies. The affected frequency band is associated with

the seat dimensions as the seat height corresponds to a reso-

nator. Typically, the seat dip is effective around 100–

300 Hz, but the attenuation can span up to 1000 Hz. With

measurements of scale models and concert halls, the

increases in the height of the source or receiver have been

found to reduce the severity of the attenuation.14,15

Different variants of parameter G have been introduced

to describe the seat dip effect. The amount of early energy

between 0 and 40 ms (G40) at low octave bands was pro-

posed for measuring the severity of the initial seat dip

attenuation.15 Soulodre and Bradley proposed the G50 value

at low octave bands for measuring the perceived bass

strength and the seat dip attenuation.16

Earlier studies have proposed various approaches to mit-

igating the seat dip effect. Bradley presented findings where

overhead reflecting panels or ceilings at lower heights reduce

the seat dip attenuation.15 In contrast, Davies et al. have dis-

cussed the risk of coloration and decreased proportion of lat-

eral energy related to overhead reflections.26 In this regard,

recent listening tests have shown that ceiling reflections pro-

vide a lower acoustic quality in comparison to lateral reflec-

tions.3 Barron suggested that the attenuation of the low

frequencies due to the seat dip effect should be compensated

by increasing the amount of late energy at the affected fre-

quencies.12 In turn, this approach has been later criticized by

Bradley27 based on the insufficient compensation by the late

energy. Further alternatives for reducing the seat dip effect

include changing the absorption at the seating area.14,25

Generally in room acoustics, the attenuation of low fre-

quencies is not given sufficient attention. Here the seat dip

effect is considered an important factor regarding the tempo-

ral development of the frequency response in concert halls.

Given the nature of the phenomenon, a study on the seat dip

effect is an ideal application for the proposed time-frequency

and spatiotemporal analyses.

III. CONCERT HALL MEASUREMENTS

To study the time-frequency development and the seat

dip effect, acoustic measurements were conducted in six

unoccupied Finnish concert halls of various sizes and shapes.

The halls are denoted VE (Vanaja hall), SI (Sibelius hall),

PR (Promenadi hall), KT (Culture house), FT (Finlandia

hall), and MT (Music centre). Their basic measures and

properties are given in Table I. Five measurement positions

were chosen so that in each hall the corresponding positions

were at the same distances (7, 11, 15, 19, and 23 m) from the

array of sources.

Figures 1 and 2 show the plans and cross sections of the

measured halls with the measurement positions denoted with

R1–R5. A characteristic feature in SI is the solid concrete

wall surrounding the front stalls. In addition, the stage differs

from most typical concert halls by having an absorbing sur-

face behind the stage. In PR, the lower part of the hall has a
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nearly flat floor, and the cross sections of the surrounding

walls are shaped to resemble maximum length sequences. In

MT, the inclined seating sections cause the furthest receiving

position to be at the elevation of 5.5 m above the stage. Front

stalls are in between massive side walls that splay outward

in a manner of a fan shape. Audience areas at different dis-

tances are separated with walls across the stalls. A massive

canopy is suspended above the stage in SI and MT. VE and

PR have arrays of lightweight overhead reflectors. Apart

from MT, these halls, measured near position R2, have been

recently included in extensive subjective evaluations.28

The measurement source in the current investigations

was a loudspeaker orchestra consisting of a total of 34 two-

way loudspeakers positioned on the stage.29 The layout

shown in Fig. 1 simulates a traditional symphony orchestra

seating order with the first violins on the left and celli on the

right. The applied Genelec two-way loudspeaker models are

not entirely omnidirectional as imposed in the ISO 3382-1

standard.1 Measurements with type 1029A have shown that

they are within 2 dB from the allowed directivity variation

up to 1 kHz. The frequency response of the direct sound is

well comparable to common omnidirectional sources with

the loudspeakers facing to the audience area. The radiated

sound level in other directions is attenuated with respect to

the increasing angle from the front direction. As a conse-

quence, reflected sound energy from behind the orchestra is

expected to be lower. To improve the high frequency radia-

tion with the channels associated with the string instrument

positions, two loudspeakers were connected to a single

channel. They are shown with thin lines between two

loudspeakers in Fig. 1. The principal loudspeaker at 1.18 m

height was directed to the audience, and the auxiliary loud-

speaker was lying on the floor facing upward. Such com-

bined loudspeakers represent the directivity of the actual

string instruments better than a single loudspeaker.30

The source configuration also corresponds loosely to the

directivity and mean power response exhibited by the

symphony orchestra instruments on average.30

According to the data measured with directional sound

sources in Ref. 8 (pp. 585-613), the measured total sound

from the 1 to 4 kHz octave bands energy (G) drops 1.5 dB on

average in 25 selected concert halls of various sizes and

designs. In comparison, the same difference in the six pres-

ent halls is 2.0 dB with the current non-standard source

setup. On this basis, we can support the assumption that the

difference from omnidirectional measurements is tolerable.

Furthermore, the present setup has been used in the auraliza-

tion of concert halls.28,31

Swept sinusoid excitation was used as the measurement

signal with a sampling frequency of 48 kHz. The response

from each loudspeaker channel was measured with a six-

channel intensity probe (G.R.A.S. Type 50 VI) at the ear

height of average seated listener (1.15 m) above the floor.

The open microphone probe has three co-centric pairs of

omnidirectional capsules in orthogonal directions.32 The

spacing between capsules is 100 mm. In the monaural analy-

sis, only the signal from the topmost omnidirectional micro-

phone in the 3-D probe is utilized.

IV. METHODS

A. Time-frequency analysis

A majority of the objective parameters concentrate on

measuring the decaying sound in enclosures. However, the

structure of the early part in the impulse response is regarded

crucial for the acoustic impression.3,33 Therefore the pro-

posed method analyzes the development of the frequency

content in the monaural impulse response over time. The

resulting forward integration emphasizes the significance of

the direct sound and the early reflections.

The absolute frequency (i.e., magnitude) response for a

single measurement source l ¼ 1;…; L is defined as

Hlðx; sÞ ¼ jDFTfhlðtÞ �Wðt; tl
0; sÞgj; (1)

where hlðtÞ denotes the pressure of the monaural impulse

response for source l, x indicates frequency, and Wðt; tl0; sÞ
is a rectangular window function

Wðt; tl0; sÞ ¼
1 tl

0 � t � tl
0 þ s; s > 0

0 otherwise:

�
(2)

The time tl0 indicates the instant of arrival of the direct sound

for each source l. DFT denotes discrete Fourier transform of

fixed length independent of s.

In the present analysis, the frequency response averaged

over all sources is employed. All values are scaled so that

the frequency response over the full impulse response corre-

sponds to standard G (strength) values. This is accomplished

TABLE I. Basic measures and properties of the measured concert halls. Reverberation times are averages of 250 Hz to 2 kHz octave bands, averaged over all

source and receiver positions. (N, number of seats; A, surface area; V, Volume; T30, reverberation time).

Abbreviation VE SI PR KT FT MT

Hall name Vanaja hall Sibelius hall Promenadi hall Culture house Finlandia hall Music centre

Location H€ameenlinna Lahti Pori Helsinki Helsinki Helsinki

Geometry Rectangular Rectangular Rectangular Fan Fan Vineyard

N 700 1250 860 1390 1700 1700

A ðm2Þ 3400 4800 3790 3200 4500 10500

V ðm3Þ 9500 15500 10000 7800 15000 24000

T30 (s) 1.7 2.2 2.5 1.6 2.0 2.4

Seat upholstery Light Moderate Moderate Light Heavy Moderate

Seat separation Moderate Contiguous Small Contiguous Contiguous Small
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by first calculating the reference frequency response of the

direct sound at 10 m distance in free field Href;lðxÞ. The free-

field reference varies for different source channels, hence

the dependency for source l. The free-field references were

measured in the direction of main audience area, regarding

the source positioning on stage. Finally, the measured fre-

quency responses are divided by the frequency-averaged ref-

erence jHref;lðxÞjx for frequency-independent scaling:

FIG. 1. (Color online) Floor plans of the measured concert halls with receiving positions and source layout in relative scale. Balcony elevations with overhang

are overlaid in color. Bottom right: Layout of the source positions in the loudspeaker orchestra. Each thick bar in the diagram denotes a 1 m distance. Symbol

“C” indicates the imaginary position of the conductor next to the soloist position. Different symbols denote the models of applied Genelec loudspeaker models

1029 A (�), 8020 A (�), and 1032 A (�).
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G0;sðxÞ ¼ 10 log10

1

L

XL

l¼1

Hlðx; sÞ2=jHref;lðxÞj2x

" #
: (3)

In the following the parameter x for frequency depend-

ency is omitted for brevity.

The proposed method windows the impulse responses

before applying the discrete Fourier transform. DFT opera-

tion of a rectangular window function yields more side lobes

in the frequency response in comparison to, e.g., Hann or

Hamming window functions. However, using window func-

tions with varying fade-in and fade-out times is not feasible.

Application of different window functions with constant

fade-in and fade-out times was studied. The differences were

found to be 60:2 dB in the resulting frequency responses,

and they were considered negligible. To treat various win-

dow lengths equally, rectangular window was chosen for the

analysis.

The resolution of the time-frequency analysis depends

on the selection of suitable values of s. There is a natural

trade-off between too many s decreasing the readability and

too few s sacrificing the temporal resolution. Here, suitable

values of s are proposed for

s ¼ 10n ½ms�; where 2 � n � 20; (4)

that is, from 20 to 200 ms with 10 ms intervals. Selecting

20 ms as the length of the first time window is supported by

two factors. First, the seat dip effect is allowed to form at

varying measurement distances.14,15 Second, the precedence

effect in human hearing fuses the very early reflections with

the direct sound.34 This effect is cited to span up to 10-30 ms

after the direct sound.3 The upper limit of 200 ms is associ-

ated with the upper limit of �5 dB in commonly used linear

fit for reverberation time estimates. For ideal exponential

decay with a reverberation time of 2.4 s, sound pressure level

decreases 5 dB during the first 200 ms.

An example of the proposed analysis is given in Fig. 3

using measurements from MT position R4. On the right hand

side, the impulse responses hlðtÞ for sources l ¼ 1;…; 25 are

windowed with each of the selected window lengths shown

as the thick bars. The impulse responses windowed with each

time window are transformed with DFT, and the absolute

values are averaged over all sources. The increasing level of

the curves demonstrates the contribution of each added time

segment. Hence the method visualizes efficiently the devel-

opment of the frequency response in the receiving position.

FIG. 2. Cross sections of the measured concert halls with receiving positions in relative scale.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Illustration of the time-frequency representation. Each curve on the left shows the average of the magnitude responses of the impulse

responses within the respective time window.
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The lowest curves indicate the frequency response soon after

the direct sound. In addition, the 30 ms curve is drawn with

thick line to improve the readability. At 30 ms, the seat dip

effect has stabilized,14 and in most cases, only few early

reflections are included in this window. The second highest

curve show the cumulative frequency response after 200 ms

after which the arriving sound energy can be assumed to

consist of only diffuse late reverberation. The topmost curve

shows the overall frequency response at the receiving pos-

ition. For reference, having two loudspeakers connected in

some source channels is found to have no mentionable comb-

filter effect on the frequency responses.

B. Spatiotemporal analysis

So far the proposed analysis considers only the monau-

ral frequency response. By employing analysis techniques

for spatial audio, the method can be further extended to take

into account the direction from which the sound is arriving

at each time instant. Spatial impulse responses recorded with

the 3-D microphone probe are utilized for this purpose (see

Sec. III). Here the analysis and examples are shown only

with wide-band impulse responses. However, the method

can be implemented also for separate frequency bands.

Several methods exist for directional analysis from

spatial impulse responses. In the following, the directional

analysis is based on unconstrained least-squares solution of

time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA) estimates. Because the

actual signal analysis is outside the principal scope of this

paper, a brief description of the method is given in the ap-

pendix. The employed method estimates the direction of

incidence of the sound energy at each discrete time instant in

very short time windows. Consequently, this gives a direc-

tion estimate for each audio sample in a room impulse

response measured in the geometric mean of the 3-D micro-

phone probe. Hence instead of having monaural impulse

response hlðtÞ as in Eq. (1), the directional analysis provides

spatial information for the room impulse response

h0lðtjĥlðtÞ; /̂lðtÞÞ¼4 ½hlðtÞ; ĥlðtÞ; /̂lðtÞ� ¼ DIRfhlðtÞg;
(5)

where ĥ and /̂ denote the azimuth and elevation angle esti-

mates, respectively. In addition, hlðtÞ is a set of impulse

responses, i.e., a spatial impulse response, measured with a

microphone array. DIR{�} denotes the directional estimation

algorithm, described in the Appendix.

By using directional estimates, energy in the impulse

response h0lðtÞ can then be categorized with a histogram func-

tion over azimuth h or elevation / angles:

GDIR
0;s ðhÞ ¼ 10 log10

1

L

XL

l¼1

ðsþtl
0

t¼t0

½h0lðtjĥlðtÞ ¼ hÞ�2dt� Gref ;

(6)

for h 2 ½�p; pÞ. This equation yields the spatial development

of the arriving energy over azimuth angles, marginalizing

over elevation angles. Gref is the normalization term for a

free-field response at 10 m distance averaged over different

source channels. t0 denotes the time instant of the earliest

initial direct sound from all sources. Here one should note

that, unlike in the time-frequency analysis, the impulse

responses from different sources are not time-aligned with

respect to the direct sounds. This is analogous to a situation

where the whole orchestra plays a note at exactly the same

time. As a directional energy histogram in the time domain,

this method does not take into account phase-related phe-

nomena. For example, the energy of the slightly delayed

interferences that cause the seat dip effect are not separable

in the wide-band spatiotemporal analysis. Instead, the time-

frequency analysis is used for that.

For improving the separation between the lateral and

median planes, energy in the analyzed impulse responses

is weighted with functions that reduce the effect of

energy arriving from angles perpendicular to the analysis

plane. Hence histogram functions for the lateral plane

(h 2 ½�p; pÞ) and elevation plane (/ 2 ½�p=2; p=2Þ)
assume forms

GDIR
0;s ðhÞ ¼ 10 log10

1

L

XL

l¼1

ðsþtl
0

t¼t0

½wlatð/̂lðtÞÞh0lðtjĥlðtÞ

¼ h; /̂lðtÞÞ�2dt�Gref (7)

and

GDIR
0;s ð/Þ¼ 10log10

1

L

XL

l¼1

ðsþtl
0

t¼t0

½wmedðĥlðtÞ;/̂lðtÞÞh0lðtjĥlðtÞ;

/̂lðtÞ¼/Þ�2dt�Gref ; (8)

respectively. Here, the following toroidal weighting functions

are used for the lateral and median planes, respectively:

wlatð/Þ ¼ jcosð/Þj; (9)

wmedðh;/Þ ¼ j1� sinð/Þj � jcosðhÞj þ jsinð/Þj: (10)

Thus in the inspection of the lateral plane, energy from

directly above is neglected and vice versa.

Figure 4 presents an example of the spatiotemporal anal-

ysis over azimuth [Eq. (7)] and elevation angles [Eq. (8)]

with one source in PR. The visualized responses are overlaid

with the corresponding floor plan and cross section and cen-

tered to the receiver position. The same time windows are

used as in Fig. 3. The dashed circle demonstrates the physi-

cal 10 m radius from the current receiver position. Simulta-

neously, this dashed circle indicates also the sound energy at

10 m in the free field in the manner of ISO 3382-1 parameter

G. This relates to the normalization of the polar plots with

the term Gref in the preceding equations. Dotted circles for

66 dB levels are shown for reference only, and they are not

bound to physical distance.

V. RELATION BETWEEN TIME-FREQUENCY
ANALYSIS AND MONAURAL OBJECTIVE
PARAMETERS

The time-frequency analysis method is based on inte-

grating the sound energy within time windows. This is also
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true for the ISO 3382-1 parameters. Therefore it is impor-

tant to establish connections between the time-frequency

representation and the standardized monaural objective

measures. The following sections explain these relations for

facilitating the interpretation of the results from the pro-

posed analysis.

Strength (G) is a straightforward measure in room

acoustics as it indicates the level of sound amplification in

frequency bands, i.e., the frequency response. The connec-

tion of G to the proposed analysis method is obvious as the

current method provides information on the frequency

response only in a more detailed manner (see Fig. 3).

A. Reverberation and early decay time

Reverberation time T measures the time in which the

level of decaying sound is reduced by 60 dB (Ref. 1) in ideal

diffuse conditions. Despite belonging to the earliest acoustic

parameters, reverberation time is possibly the most cited

parameter when describing the acoustics of concert halls.

Usually the decay slope is estimated using backward-integra-

tion35 between �5 and �35 dB, which is denoted as T30.

Early decay time (EDT) indicates the rate in which the sound

decays from 0 to �10 dB. In practice, the value is obtained

by fitting a line to the corresponding region of the backward-

integrated sound energy. EDT is considered more important

than T30 for reflecting the subjective impression of reverber-

ance during music.1

The following derivations study a hypothesis according

to which the time-frequency visualizations can be used to

estimate reverberation time and EDT values.

Given an ideal, exponentially decaying impulse response,

the instantaneous sound energy at time instant t is6 (p. 308)

h2ðtÞ ¼ g exp
�a

T
t

� �
; (11)

where g indicates the initial level of the decay at t ¼ 0, i.e.,

the level of the direct sound. Hence, assuming unity gain

g ¼ 1, the total sound energy during ideal exponential rever-

beration depends only on reverberation time T. Constant a is

defined a ¼ logð106Þ � 13:8 so that the exponential decay

satisfies

10 log10 exp
�at

T

� �� �
¼ �60 dB½ � ; t ¼ T: (12)

The energy of the impulse response within time instants t1

and t2 is defined as Et1;t2 . Given an ideal exponential decay,

theoretical derivation for this energy is

Et1;t2 ¼
ðt2

t1

exp
�a

T
t

� �
dt (13)

¼ �T

a
exp

�a

T
t2

� �
� exp

�a

T
t1

� �h i
: (14)

Visualization in Fig. 3 shows the cumulative increase in the

sound pressure level. The increase between two time-

frequency curves at time instants t1 and t2 is denoted Gt1;t2 to

avoid confusion with the ISO 3382-1 parameter G,

Gt1;t2 ¼ 10 log10½E0;t2=E0;t1 �½dB�: (15)

An intermediate time instant tint is introduced for divid-

ing the energy of the impulse response into the early (E0;tint
)

and late (Etint;1) part. The energy increase during the late

part Gtint;1 is used to estimate the reverberation time T,

Et1;t2

Et1;tint

¼
� gT

a
exp � at2

T

� �
� exp � at1

T

� �� �
� gT

a
exp � atint

T

� �
� exp � at1

T

� �� � (16)

lim
t1 ¼ 0

t2!1

Et1;t2

Et1;tint

¼ � 1

exp
�atint

T

� �
� 1

: (17)

Solving this for T as a function of Gtint;1 leads to

T ¼ �atint

log 1� E0;tint

E0;1

� � ¼ �atint

log 1� exp � Gtint ;1log10

10

� �� � :
(18)

FIG. 4. (Color online) Example visualization of the spatiotemporal response at receiver position R2 in hall PR from a single source denoted with “S.” Time in-

crement in window length is 10 ms. The bold line shows the cumulative spatial energy at 30 ms after the direct sound. Dashed circle shows 10 m distance in

the hall plan and the sound pressure reference for calibrating G. (a) Lateral plane with elevation weighting [Eq. (7)]. (b) Median plane with azimuth weighting

[Eq. (8)]. Histogram curves are smoothed with 5 deg sliding average.
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The preceding equality appears non-trivial. However,

with typical reverberation times of 1–3 s, the given relation

between Gtint;1 and T is close to linear. Therefore the larger

increase in the late cumulative sound energy indicates a longer

reverberation time (see Fig. 3). Because T and EDT values are

equal with an ideal exponential decay, the preceding formula-

tion is applicable in theory to the estimation of EDT as well.

These relations are investigated next with the values for

T and EDT measured from the six halls described in Sec. III.

Reverberation times (T30) are calculated from each

source channel using the backward integration method35 for

octave-band filtered monaural impulse responses. Values for

each receiving position are averaged over the reverberation

times from all source channels. G200;1 values are obtained

from the time-frequency representation (see Fig. 3) by aver-

aging the smoothed curve segments that correspond to the

frequencies within the standard octave bands. Averaging

from non-smoothed data could provide more accurate val-

ues, but the motivation here is to demonstrate the relation

between the easily readable one-third octave-smoothed visu-

alization and the standardized objective parameters.

Results in octave bands are plotted in Fig. 5(a). The hor-

izontal axis indicates the vertical distance between the top-

most time-frequency curve (i.e., the final frequency response

at the receiving position) and the curve below that, thus the

increase after 200 ms. Most data points are on the left side of

the theoretical curve of Eq. (18). This indicates that in reality

the level of reverberation is below the ideal exponential

decay. The overall trend, however, is clearly visible. The

correlation coefficient between G200;1 and T30 is r ¼ 0:81.

Other relevant correlation coefficients are given in Table II.

In addition, the best linear fit to the data, calculated with the

MATLAB function robustfit, is plotted with a solid line in Fig.

5(a) for visualizing the degree of correlation.

Figure 5(b) shows the corresponding relation between

G200;1 and measured EDT values. The correlation coeffi-

cient between G200;1 and EDT is r ¼ 0:93. Again, best lin-

ear fit is visualized for assessing the correlation.

B. Clarity measures

Clarity of sound in rooms is measured with parameter

C80, which gives the relation of the sound energy before and

after 80 ms.1 Given the previous ideal exponential decay,

C80 can also be expressed as a function of the reverberation

time T:

C80 ¼ 10 log10 1� 1

E80;1

� �
(19)

¼ 10 log10 exp 1� a

T
tint

� �� �
; (20)

where tint ¼ 0:08 ½s�. However, expressed in terms of Gt1;t2

notation,

C80 ¼ �10log10ð10G80;1=G0;80 þ 1Þ: (21)

As C80 depends on the sound energy ratios, it cannot be

expressed solely based on energy increase. Hence C80 cannot

be directly evaluated with the visualization. Figure 5(c)

shows the relation between measured values of G80;1 and

C80. The dashed line displays the same theoretical relation in

terms of reverberation time using Eqs. (14) and (20). Meas-

ured values follow closely the theoretical relation. Analysis

shows that G80;1 alone and C80 have a high degree of inverse

FIG. 5. (Color online) Comparison of measured objective parameters and

values from the relation of respective curves. Five receiver positions are

shown for each hall. Octave bands are plotted with different symbols. The

size of the symbol depends on G0;200 values that are calculated similarly to

G200;1. (a) Reverberation time (T30). (b) Early decay time (EDT). (c) Clarity

(C80).

TABLE II. Correlation coefficients between values obtained from the time-

frequency visualizations and measured objective parameters. Values outside

and inside parentheses are for octave bands 125 Hz to 8 kHz and 500–

2000 Hz, respectively. Relevant and particularly strong correlations are

shown in bold typeface. For all given correlation coefficients, significance

level P� 0:001.

ISO 3382-1 parameter

G T30 EDT C80

G0;1 0.93 (0.91) 0.69 (0.19) 0.7 (0.36) �0.67 (�0.38)

G200;1 0.62 (0.46) 0.81 (0.65) 0.93 (0.92) 20.88 (20.85)

G80;1 0.58 (0.47) 0.73 (0.53) 0.89 (0.87) 20.95 (20.95)

G30;1 0.54 (0.48) 0.62 (0.39) 0.76 (0.71) 20.86 (20.81)
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correlation (r ¼ �0:95). Correlation coefficients were calcu-

lated for other time boundaries as well (see Table II).

The definition parameter (D50) is more associated to

clarity of speech. It is defined as the ratio between early and

total energy of the impulse response. Therefore it is inver-

sely proportional to G50;1, which is directly readable in the

visualization as the area between 50 ms and final response

curves,

D50 ¼
ð50 ms

0

h2ðtÞdt

�ð1
0 ms

h2ðtÞdt

� 	
(22)

¼ 1

10ðG0;1�G0;50Þ=10
(23)

¼ 1

10ðG50;1Þ=10
: (24)

Center time (ts) is used as a measure of balance between

early and late energy. It is defined as the center of gravity of

the squared impulse response:

ts ¼
ð1

0

th2ðtÞdt

�ð1
0

h2ðtÞdt: (25)

In decibel scale, this is equivalent to finding the curve

nearest to 3 dB below the final level:

10 log10

ðts

0

h2ðtÞdt

� 	
¼ 10 log10

1

2

ð1
0

h2ðtÞdt

� 	
: (26)

This can be expressed using the earlier definition in Eq. (15)

as

G0;ts ¼ G0;1 � 3 ½dB�: (27)

The accuracy of such an estimate depends on the

selected interval of s in the frequency response plots. With a

10 ms interval, as used in the examples, the accuracy is com-

parable to the JND for ts, which has been found out to be

approximately 8.6 ms.36

C. Discussion

Correlation coefficients for measured omnidirectional

ISO 3382-1 parameters and visualized energy increases in

the time-frequency analysis are shown in Table II. Notably

the correlation coefficient for parameter G and G0;1 is not

unity. The reason for this is the above-mentioned use of one-

third octave-smoothed curves for calculating G0;1. For cor-

relation coefficients on individual octave bands r > 0:99.

The strong correlation r ¼ 0:93 between EDT and

G200;1 is particularly interesting, as the actual EDT is calcu-

lated from the initial sound decay between 0 and approxi-

mately 300 ms instead of the late reverberant energy. While

this could result from the complementarity of the energy

build-up and decay,37 the authors do not have direct explana-

tion for this phenomenon.

In addition to G80;1, correlations between measured C80

values and other energy increases were calculated. Results

with 30, 80, and 200 ms calculations are given in Table II.

All these late energy increases exhibit strong negative corre-

lations with measured C80 values. This suggests that all

energy increase after the direct sound has an adverse effect

on the objective clarity in the measured halls.

In general, the high correlation coefficients in Table II

concur with earlier research8 (p. 529) showing that several

of the ISO 3382-1 parameter measure the same attributes in

the acoustic response. Results from the analytical derivations

and correlation analysis confirm the hypothesis that the

visualized time-frequency responses communicate the stand-

ardized parameters.

VI. ANALYSIS OF CONCERT HALL MEASUREMENTS

A. Time-frequency analysis

In the previous sections, the connection between the vis-

ualizations and the common objective parameters was estab-

lished. Next, a study comparing six measured concert halls

in five respective receiving positions is presented by utilizing

the time-frequency analysis. The phenomena related to the

seat dip effect are discussed in particular. Figure 6 shows the

time-frequency responses in the six measured halls in receiv-

ing positions R1–R5 (see Figs. 1 and 2).

In the closest position R1, the direct sound dominates

the sound field in all halls. Thus the curves are not spread

much. However, the seat dip clearly affects the direct sound

in most halls. The attenuation center frequency is the highest

in VE, as the removable chairs with ample spacing below

correspond to a half-wave resonator. They yield a seat

dip center frequency one octave higher in comparison to

similarly sized seats that are closed below,24 such as in SI.

There the initial frequency response suffers heavily from the

seat dip. However, the attenuation is well recovered within

the first 70 ms. In contrast, the steep attenuation in MT is not

remedied nearly as much, and the seat dip has its signature

still in the overall frequency response. The situation is simi-

lar also in VE and FT. With regard to the late reverberation,

overall strength after 200 ms increases the most in PR, indi-

cating the most reverberant acoustics.

In the position R2 and further, the significance of the

reflected energy increases as the level of the direct sound is

lower.38 Thus hall geometries and surface properties begin

to have more influence on the accumulating sound field. SI

is very different from the other halls, as the flatness of the

frequency response improves prominently during 30–60 ms.

Again, this suggests intense early reflections. In PR, the

prominent development over time affects gradually the

whole frequency band below 1000 Hz. The relatively slow

increase in the cumulative energy also refers to low values

of C80. In MT, the reverberance is emphasized at the low fre-

quencies, while VE, KT, and FT are comparably dry.

SI is particularly interesting in the position R3, where

the frequency response changes substantially between 30

and 50 ms. At 50 ms, the seat dip attenuation becomes nearly

corrected, and the overall frequency response is flat in com-

parison to other halls. Energy at the seat dip frequencies

increases far more rapidly than at other frequencies. Traces
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of similar effect are present in VE. This does not occur to

the same extent in other halls. Notably, the pronounced

attenuation in MT is not recovered. This phenomenon is dis-

cussed further in the next section.

In the furthest positions R4 and R5, the time-frequency

curves are more dispersed, suggesting a high contribution by

reflected energy. The time-frequency development in KT

shows that very little reflections or reverberant energy arrive

after 40 ms. Position R5 in KT is unusual, as the ceiling and

rear wall create a focus-like geometry, as shown in Fig. 2.

Almost all energy is received within the first 20 ms.

In general, the measured halls can be characterized as

follows. In VE, KT, FT, and MT, the direct sound dominates

the sound field at most receiving distances. The initial low

frequency response in MT is the most impaired. In SI and

PR, the contribution of the reflected energy is more promi-

nent. The development of the response in PR is more gradual

in comparison to SI, where the early reflected energy accu-

mulates within a short time window. PR is also the most

reverberant at a wide frequency band.

1. Discussion

The correction of the seat dip is the most substantial in

hall SI. Earlier research suggests that the ceiling reflections

are beneficial for such an effect.15 Davies and Lam14 have

demonstrated that the frequency of the seat dip attenuation

changes as a function of the horizontal and vertical angles of

incidence. According to Schultz and Watters,23 with large

angles of incidence, e.g., early reflections from the ceiling,

the attenuated frequency band is narrow in comparison to

direct sound or lateral early reflections. Based on these find-

ings, energy reflected from the ceiling or a canopy or from

the sides has a different contribution to the development of

the frequency response. A reflection from the median plane,

unaffected by the seat dip, increases the cumulative energy

at all frequencies. In contrast, lateral reflections have attenu-

ations at other frequencies around the seat dip of the direct

sound.14 Hence, the cumulative frequency response becomes

increasingly more flat with lateral reflections, and eventually

the initial seat dip attenuation is diminished. Next, this

hypothesis is reasoned in light of the hall measurements.

In position R1, a distinct seat dip occurs in VE, SI, FT,

and MT. In all these halls, the distance to the ceiling or

canopy is expected to yield a wide-band reflection at approx-

imately 40–60 ms after the direct sound. Based on the time-

frequency visualization, the best correction of the frequency

response takes place in SI where the geometry is also the

most favorable for lateral reflections: A shoebox shape,

prominent reflective surfaces, and nearly flat stalls. How-

ever, FT and MT do not have these properties. In FT and

MT, the opening fan-shape does not provide as much early

lateral reflections. Instead ceiling structures still provide

strong, wide-band reflections from above. In these halls, the

signature from the seat dip remains visible in the overall

frequency response. Hence it is proposed that the ceiling

FIG. 6. (Color online) Visualizations of the frequency response development over time in six concert halls measured in five positions.
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reflection alone is not sufficient to counteract the initial seat

dip effect, but lateral reflections are also required.

Again in receiving positions R2 and R3, ceiling or can-

opy reflections is estimated to arrive within 60–70 ms after

the direct sound. In these positions, the shorter distance to the

curved wall in SI allows lateral reflections to arrive within

50 ms after the direct sound. Despite the ceiling reflection in

the compared conditions, hall SI is the only one where the fre-

quency response is largely corrected. Furthermore, in hall SI

the seat dip attenuation is initially very prominent; this

emphasizes the significance of the correcting effect.

The strength at low frequencies after 50 ms has been

found to correlate with the perceived amount of bass by Sou-

lodre and Bradley.16 Inversely, an increase of the low fre-

quency level after 50 ms does not contribute to the perceived

bass. While the study does not state the effect of the later

increase in low-frequency level, the most plausible conse-

quence is the decrease in clarity. Bradley27 has proposed

against correcting the overall frequency response by increas-

ing the late energy at frequency bands originally suffering

from the seat dip. In this light, the visualized time-frequency

responses from SI and PR demonstrate a major difference in

the bass clarity.

The presented visual analysis suggests that in many of

the studied cases, using G40 at the low octave bands,15 or cal-

culating the narrowband minimum of the magnitude spec-

trum,14 does not provide enough information on the seat dip

effect for two reasons. First, the frequency bands affected by

the seat dip vary strongly, and the octave-band resolution

does not suffice to describe narrow-band attenuations. Second,

as seen in Fig. 6, the minimum in the frequency spectrum can

shift significantly as the frequency response develops over

time. The time-frequency analysis benefits from averaging

over a large number of sources. With only few sources, the

extending window length can include reflections in the oppo-

site phase that cause more fluctuation in the visualized curves

over time. Averaging over more sources reduces such a possi-

bility, improving readability of the figures.

Quantifying the recovery from the seat-dip attenuation

with numeric values is possible. However, the varying

attenuation bandwidth and magnitude combined with a non-

linear recovery rate present a problem with at least three

dimensions. Hence condensing the phenomenon into a single

parameter is a challenge. As an example, different

approaches were devised for parameterizing the develop-

ment of the seat-dip effect in the current data. First, calculat-

ing the center time (ts) (Ref. 1) for the frequency bin of the

maximum initial attenuation reveals the overall rate of

energy increase. Second, it is possible to estimate the time in

which the magnitude of the most attenuated frequency

bin increases a certain amount. Third, a more complex

alternative is to compare the accumulating energies at two

frequencies—at the seat-dip attenuation and at 1 kHz, for

instance. This provides information about the seat-dip recov-

ery time, and also about the flatness of the frequency

response. For reference, the time delay it takes for the accu-

mulating energy at the seat-dip frequency to reach a level 3

dB below the accumulating energy at 1 kHz frequency varies

among 27 ms (FT), 49 ms (SI), and 480 ms (MT) in position

R3. Nevertheless, the visualized time-frequency analysis

yields considerably more insight on the phenomenon.

As for the effect of the room geometry to the assumed

reflections and their contribution, the preceding discussion is

based only on the interpretation of the floor plans and cross

sections. Next, the monaural time-frequency analysis is

extended into the spatiotemporal analysis. It provides insight

to the development of the room response, and substantial

evidence for the preceding discussion.

B. Spatiotemporal analysis

Spatiotemporal responses of selected measurement con-

ditions are presented in Figs. 7 and Figs. 8. The cumulating

spatial energy in azimuth and elevation planes is the mean of

all sources on the stage, following Eqs. (7) and (8).

The direction and influence of the direct sound are eas-

ily noticed in the direction of the sources in all conditions

(see Fig. 7). At the corresponding receiver positions, the

energy of the direct sound is nearly the same. Reflected or

reverberant sound has only a negligible contribution to the

cumulative energy in the direction of the sources. As pro-

posed previously, the two topmost examples in Fig. 7 show

the reflection from above in position R2 in SI and MT. This

confirms that the canopy reflections to arrive at 50 and 60 ms

after the direct sound, respectively. The figures show that the

lateral energy within 30–60 ms is the most substantial differ-

ence between these two halls. The lateral reflections in SI

begin to accumulate after 20 ms from a wide region on the

left hand side and slightly delayed also on the right. In con-

trast, in MT, most of the reflected energy arrives very soon

after the direct sound from behind. As shown in the floor

plans in Fig. 1, different sections of the stalls are separated

with transverse walls. Although not included in the figure,

positions closer to these walls receive even more emphasized

reflection from behind.

The energy development in these positions is also differ-

ent in the lateral back left and back right directions (circa

6135 deg). In both halls, the energy after 30 ms is approxi-

mately the same. After that, the response in SI accumulates

strongly up to 100 ms, whereas in MT, the development is

only minor. The analysis indicates that the difference between

the total accumulated energy is nearly 6 dB in these directions.

In addition to the canopy reflection, the topmost median

plane visualization reveals also distinct reflections from the

rear wall and from upper elevations.

The third example shows the development of the spatio-

temporal response in position R3 in SI, where the seat dip

correction is particularly strong. As seen in Fig. 6, from 30

to 40 ms, all frequencies below 1 kHz are amplified, but the

shape of the frequency response is not modified. The eleva-

tion plot indicates that the canopy reflection arrives during

that time window. However, it is not seen to improve the rel-

ative level of the seat dip frequencies. Instead the correction

in the frequency response takes place during later time win-

dows, which coincides with a considerable amount of

reflected lateral energy.

The bottom example in Fig. 7 presents spatiotemporal

development in position R4 of FT. From the left hand side
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plot it can be noticed that the early sound field consists only

of the direct sound and reflections from behind. The oval-

shape of the spatial response indicates that the amount of

energy from the sides is low, and the distinct lateral side

reflections are absent. The elevation plot shows that the ceil-

ing reflections arrive soon after the direct sound from a com-

parably low elevation. The tilted balcony fronts provide also

a distinct reflection.

Figure 8 visualize three more examples of spatiotempo-

ral analysis. The topmost pair of plots shows the develop-

ment in VE position R2. In comparison to the halls included

in Fig. 7, this hall has an array of reflectors above the stage.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Visualized wide-band spatiotemporal responses of given halls and positions at 10 ms intervals. Spatial responses at 30 ms are plotted in

bold. Histogram curves are smoothed with 3 deg sliding average.
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The influence of the overhead reflectors is visible between

20 and 30 ms in the median plane. In contrast to halls with a

canopy, the reflection from the overhead array is not as

focused. Slightly later in time, the energy increase in higher

elevation suggests reflections from the technical balconies.

In the lateral plane, the straight side walls provide early

reflections. Compared to the same position in SI, the effect is

considerably less pronounced. In addition, the amount of

overall energy from behind is relatively low, and most of the

energy increase after the first reflections comes from above.

The plots in the middle show the corresponding devel-

opment in position R5. Here the lateral energy plot assumes

again the oval shape as the reflections from the side walls

arrive from a narrower angle. In the median plane, the bal-

cony overhang causes strong reflections.

While not shown in the figures, the spatiotemporal

responses in PR correspond to those in VE. In the front stalls

in PR, the lateral reflections occur earlier in time due to the

narrower rectangular geometry. The amount of late energy

increase in all directions is very strong.

The bottom plots in Fig. 8 show a special case in KT,

which has very wide fan shape. The amount of lateral energy

from the sides is small as in FT (see Fig. 7). In contrast, the

relatively low ceiling causes multiple early reflections very

closely in time. The effect is emphasized even further in posi-

tion R5, where the median plane response is nearly round.

Other positions exhibit the oval shape in the lateral plane, and

a strong ceiling reflection with limited late energy increase.

1. Discussion

In general, the spatiotemporal visualizations correspond to

many features in the hall geometries. Shoebox-shape halls

have visible areas of early reflections on the sides, and the hor-

izontal angle of the reflections decrease with further receiver

distances. Ceiling structures yield considerable reflected

energy, while massive canopies result in distinct reflections.

The oval shape is found regularly in the lateral planes of

fan-shape halls. However, also MT with the vineyard shape

exhibits the narrow lateral energy distribution. A natural ex-

planation for this is the outward-splayed walls that effec-

tively function as a fan shape. Together these findings

indicate that the overall geometry has a major effect on the

lateral distribution of the early sound energy.

Importantly, lateral responses in MT resemble little

those seen in SI. The plots in Fig. 7 show the lateral energy

within 30-60 ms to be the most substantial difference

between these two halls. As suspected in Sec. VI A 1, SI pro-

vides substantially more early energy from the sides than

MT, while the energy distributions in the median plane are

FIG. 8. (Color online) Visualized spatiotemporal responses of three positions in two halls. The visualization corresponds to Fig. 7. Floor plan of KT is trun-

cated due to the width of the hall.
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more similar. Again considering the seat dip effect, this

result supports the hypothesis where the early reflections

from the side would be beneficial for cumulatively correct-

ing the attenuation from the seat dip in the direct sound.

From another aspect, the results suggest in halls with

more lateral energy, the effective bass response is usually

better. One can draw such a connection from time-frequency

and spatiotemporal analysis in positions R2 in different halls.

This theory is supported by results in VE, where the shape of

the lateral energy with increasing distance resembles more

those seen in fan-shape halls in the spatiotemporal analysis

(see Fig. 8). Simultaneously, the overall bass level is

decreased more compared to shoebox halls.

The spatiotemporal analysis reveals that in unoccupied

measurements the seats behind reflect a considerable amount

of energy. Further analysis with low-pass filtered impulse

responses shows that the phenomenon occurs also at frequen-

cies below 400 Hz. At such frequencies, the difference

between unoccupied and occupied seats is considered small.

Hence it is conceivable that this effect is present also in occu-

pied situations. Disregarding positions that are close to verti-

cal surfaces, the effect was prominent in all positions in FT

and KT and in the front-most positions in other halls. Reasons

for this variation remain inconclusive as the measurements in

different halls were conducted in an unchanged manner.

Unlike with time-frequency responses, the presented

spatial visualizations do not convey ISO 3382-1 parameters

as such. On the one hand, the standardized spatial objective

employs a combination of omnidirectional and figure-of-

eight microphones or respective weighting for calculation of

lateral energy fractions. On the other hand, inter-aural cross-

correlation relies on binaural measurements and calculation

on sample basis. However, the presented visualizations

reveal considerably more information in an intuitive manner.

It should be noted that for the proposed analysis, a rela-

tively large number of source positions is preferred due to

their smoothing effect for improved readability. This can be

noticed by comparing visualizations in Figs. 4 and 7. In con-

trast to the objective parameters that reduce data by lineariz-

ing the measured decay or by integrating energy over time,

the spatiotemporal analysis aims to reduce data by averaging

spatial features over several source positioning. Thus the

spatial features affecting the whole source area become

emphasized in the visualizations.

Based on the results from the time-frequency and spatio-

temporal analysis from hall measurements, hard, smooth walls

are found to contribute to the early correction of the initial seat

dip attenuation in the cumulative frequency response. In con-

trast, diffusing side walls do not seem to provide this effect.

These findings complement earlier research where a similar

effect has been proposed for a reduced ceiling height.15

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Two methods for representing the acoustic response in

concert halls were presented. The first method is based on

representing the cumulating frequency response within

extending time windows. The time-frequency analysis shows

efficiently the development of the monaural sound field at

different frequencies. This enables particularly studying the

changes in the spectrum of the early energy, that is, the

direct sound, early reflections, and the seat dip effect. The

second method presents the development of the spatial sound

field over time. This spatiotemporal analysis in lateral and

median planes provides intuitive means to convey the most

substantial spatial features concerning the receiving

positions.

Impulse responses from six concert halls were measured

using a large number of loudspeakers distributed in a con-

stant pattern, representing a symphony orchestra. Five re-

ceiver positions at corresponding distances in each hall were

used to demonstrate the time-frequency and spatiotemporal

analysis methods. Comparison between the objective param-

eters and the time-frequency analysis showed that the time-

frequency representation communicates the ISO 3382-1

objective parameters. Furthermore, different omnidirectional

parameters were shown to correlate strongly with the late

energy increase in the impulse responses. The time-

frequency analysis presented large differences between

measured halls in the seat dip attenuation and the subsequent

recovery after the direct sound. Hypotheses explaining these

differences were supported by a spatiotemporal study from

which the effective directions and time instants for early

reflections could be determined. The results show that the

best correction of the frequency response after the initial seat

dip attenuation takes place in conditions where the lateral

reflections are the strongest. Moreover, subjective features

of the concert halls found with recent listening tests are dem-

onstrated by a combination of time-frequency and spatiotem-

poral visualizations.

Considering the importance of the early development in

the frequency response and its apparent connection to the

subjective acoustic quality, the present findings call for

detailed studies on the lateral reflections and seating geome-

tries to optimize the low-frequency response in concert hall

designs. The information from the time-frequency and spa-

tiotemporal analyses can be potentially used as a basis for

novel objective indicators of the quality of concert hall

acoustics. Moreover, the analyses should be applied to more

halls of different types for better understanding their charac-

teristic acoustic features.
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APPENDIX: DIRECTIONAL ANALYSIS METHOD
FOR SPATIAL ROOM IMPULSE RESPONSES

For each time step, the directional analysis (DIR) esti-

mates the 3-D location of the arriving sound field from the

spatial room impulse response. Then DIR assigns a pressure

value from an omnidirectional pressure impulse response for

each of these locations. The applied localization function

depends at least on the applied microphone array and
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acoustic conditions. In this article, we use the unconstrained

least squares solution for plane-wave propagation model.39

It is the efficient estimator for solving the plane-wave direc-

tion from the time difference of arrival (TDOA) estimates

when independent errors and equal variances for the errors

(of the TDOA estimates) are assumed. Other localization

functions are listed, for example, by Tervo et al.32

Given the room impulse responses hlðtÞ ¼ fhl;nðtÞgN
n¼1

at N microphones, the localization proceeds as follows. For

simplicity, l is omitted in the following. For each discrete

time step k, i.e., at every Dt ¼ 1=fs, where fs is the sampling

frequency, the room impulse responses are windowed with a

Hanning window of size 1.3 ms (64 samples at 48 kHz sam-

pling frequency). The window is centered at the sample of

interest k. Then generalized correlation method with direct

weighting estimates the TDOA between microphones i and j
(Ref. 40):

ŝðkÞi;j ¼ arg max
s
fRðkÞi;j ðsÞg; (A1)

where

R
ðkÞ
i;j ðsÞ ¼ F�1fHðkÞi ðxÞðH

ðkÞ
j ðxÞÞ

	g (A2)

with inverse Fourier-transform F�1fg, frequency domain

versions of the windowed impulse responses HðkÞn ðxÞ, and

ðÞ	 denotes complex conjugate. For subsample accuracy,

each TDOA estimate is interpolated with the exponential

fit41 (the superscripts are omitted for simplicity):

ŝ ¼ ŝd þ d (A3)

where ŝd is the original TDOA estimate from Eq. (A1) and

d¼ ðlogðRðDtþ 1ÞÞ � logðRðDt� 1ÞÞÞ
4 logðRðDtÞÞ � 2 logðRðDt� 1ÞÞ � 2 logðRðDtþ 1ÞÞ :

(A4)

The set of instantaneous TDOA estimates is denoted

with

ŝk ¼ ½ŝðkÞ1;2; ŝ
ðkÞ
1;3;…; ŝðkÞN�1;N�

T ;

where N is the number of microphones, and the correspond-

ing microphone position difference vectors with

V ¼ ½r1 � r2; r1 � r3;…; rN�1 � rN�T :

The least squares solution for slowness vector is given as39

m̂k ¼Vþŝk; (A5)

where ð�Þþ is Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse, and the direction

of the arriving sound wave is given as n̂k ¼� m̂k= k m̂k k.
The distance to the plane-wave k is given directly by

dk ¼ ckDt, where c denotes the speed of sound. These four pa-

rameters, the normal vector and the distance of each plane-

wave, can be translated to azimuth and elevation angles ½ĥ; /̂�
with standard coordinate transformations. The distance can be

omitted from the presentation because it is directly described

by the time moment as shown in the preceding text.

The first part of DIR assigned a location for each time

step in the spatial room impulse response. In the second step,

each location is given a pressure value from an omnidirec-

tional impulse response hp, which is one of the microphones

of the applied array. Ideally, the pressure value is obtained

from an omnidirectional microphone that is in the geometric

center of the microphone array. In case the pressure micro-

phone is not in the geometric mean of the array, one has to

predict the value of the pressure signal according locations

of the estimated plane-waves. However, because in this pa-

per the dimensions of the array are small compared to the

dimensions of the enclosure and the prediction of the pres-

sure value would require some computational effort due to

Fourier-interpolation of the signal, we directly assign pres-

sure at the topmost microphone (n ¼ 5) as the pressure sig-

nal, i.e., hpðDtÞ ¼ h5ðDtÞ. Then each spatial impulse

response is presented by three values ½hpðDtkÞ; ĥðDtkÞ;
/̂ðDtkÞ� at each time moment Dtk [see Eq. (5)]. The window

length of 1.3 ms limits the sensitivity of the direction estima-

tion. Therefore directions for incident sound energy, i.e.,

reflections, are estimated fully independently if their separa-

tion in time is 1.3 ms or more. This is considered to be suffi-

cient accuracy for most real spaces.

The accuracy of TDOA-based localization methods for

spatial room impulse responses has been evaluated in

Ref. 32. In short, the TDOA-based methods enable the accu-

rate localization of the most significant features in the room

impulse responses. This is clearly illustrated in the principal

results of the present paper.
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